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Carol A. Briney Motivational Speaker,
Spiritual Trainer, #1-Rated Podcast Host

Most Requested Programs
Slow Down So That You Can Power-Up
In this keynote or seminar you will learn:
To be passionately present in your life.
Believe in yourself.
Enjoy your life’s journey.
Tap into your inner guidance.
Step up and step into the best version of
yourself.
Carol will have you laughing while you are
learning. She will share how when you change
your attitude from fear and worry the
circumstances of your life will seem to magically
transform themselves. There is tremendous
power in focusing on joy, prosperity, and
success.

Transform Your Life From Ordinary
To Extraordinary
In this keynote discover your priorities and
values.
Live without guilt.
Recognize that your intentions and thoughts
create your life.
Learn to release and let go
Carol’s personal favorite learn to say “no.”
Carol will mix her irreverent sense of humor
with clear, compelling, and heart-centered
insights. She will give you simple, yet powerful,
steps to take so that you too can create the
changes you desire.
You will leave this presentation with proven
strategies and the motivation to meet your fears
and obstacles from a place of strength and
wisdom.

If you are ready for a speaker, who will not only touch your audiences
hearts and souls but will also empower them to move from ordinary to
extraordinary. Book Carol to speak at your next event.
Why Hire Carol – Carol A. Briney is the real deal. Not only has she
reinvented herself on several occasions, but she has also overcome
some serious health challenges allowing her some distinctive and
practical insights into walking her talk every day. If it is your goal to
create a powerful, heart-centered and inspirational event for your
organization, business or spiritual community, then Carol A. Briney is
the perfect speaker for you. Carol will provide you with a highly
customized, and relevant presentation.
Carol has combined her 30-plus years of business experience with her
years of spiritual study to create a unique blend of Spiritual Prosperity.
Carol has been speaking for more than 20-years. Her keynotes and
trainings consistently receive rave reviews. “I thought she was
speaking just to me.” and “ ah... now I get it.” are the words most
commonly heard from the audience. Carol's passion, humor and down
to earth style along with her presentations that are packed full of life
changing information, real life stories, and actionable content inspire
people to believe in themselves and say “I finally know what steps to
take, and I can do it now.”

Some of Carol's Clients

Carol’s has a sincere desire to help people to unlock their personal and spiritual potential. Her talks enhance, uplift, and
empower her audiences to joyously expand their lives. Carol’s personal philosophy is that we are all on this planet to live
joyously and shine our individual lights brightly and by doing so we automatically make this world a better place.
To hire Carol to speak at your upcoming conference, workshop, retreat, or women's group or to explore ways to work
one-on-one:

call 412-781-8773 l email: Carol@CarolABriney.com l Website: CarolABriney.com

